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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

The Commission meets this afternoon to hear from

Why don't we get started.

4 the staff on its comments on the EPA-proposed guidance for
5 occupational exposures.

Yrank, I

t~ke

i t you vilI have a

lea~

for the

T sta·f£.,

8

MR. ARSENAULT:

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL

10
H

!R.

ARSENAULT~

Yes.
Let's go ahead.

There are two sets of documents

availabl.e against which- my presentation will be played.

I

12 believe that ~oth of these have been made available in
13 suffici.ent: numbers prior to the meeting...
14

One is a matrix

which- illustrates the comparison between the proposed EPA

15· standard and the ICRP approach to dose limitations,

the

16 current 10 C.F.R. 20, and the majority and minority staff
17 views.
18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

There are two minority

19 staff views.
20
~
'

22
~

24:

MR. ARSENAULT:
staff views.

The majority and the minority

Yes, there are two minority staff views.

The other documents simply are copies of the
sl.ides that. I will use to assist in the presentation.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

When you are going through

25 the presentation would it be possible for you to identify
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1 any areas in which there were significant issues raised or
2 disagreements expressed in the meetings that were held
3 around the country in which NRC participated?
4

MR.

ARSENAULT~

Yes.

Dr. Robert Alexander was the

5 NRC representative during the hearings.

He is prepared to

& address the comments that were received by EPA

dur~ng those

-7· hearings.

a

I can summarize by indicating that the comments

W were largely critical.

They ran the full gamut _from the·

10 opinon that the standard was too·lenient to those who felt
11 that i t was too· stringent.

I believe there were no comments

1Z at.the hearings that were in support. of the standard.

--

1aAlexander will be prepared to
1~

g~ve

Dr.

you additional details

with regard to· the hearings·.

15:

I think that the

16 were so varied

th~t

~omments

made during the hearings

it would be difficult for me to capture

17 those points during the presentation.

But

certa~nly

I will

18 address the major issues that are involved in the standard.
19

(Slide presentation.)

20

If we could have the first slide.

21

The first four slides in fact list the principal

22 recommendations and the principal items in the proposed EPA
23 guidance.

They are that any exposures should be justified

24 by the benefits to be accrued from the activities within
25 which they are experienced an1 that should include
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1 consideration of non-radiation alternatives, for example,
2 coal in the event of nuclear power, ionization versus
3 photoel~ctric smoke detectors, and that sort of thing.
~ ite~ is held in common with the

This

ICRP approach, I might point

5. ou.t.

6-

The second

ite~

in the proposed guidance is there

7· should· be assurance that collective doses are ALARA.

a·

I

would point to the use of the word "collective" in thia

9· case..

Thi.s is. a consideration which would be applied when

10 considering ALARA as opposed to the individual worker dose
1~

as well.

• 12

It is

a~

overriding c-0nsideration in this issue.

The second· slide, please •.
Another•item is that doses should.

1~

14; radiation protection guides..
15' to be· imposed..
16·guidance

whic~

confer~

to the

These are the limits that are

This is the first major change from previous
is

tha~

the effective dose

equivale~t

17-be combined internal and external exposure.

should

This is at the

18 level of five rem per year •.
19
~

In calculating the effective dose equivalent, the
external dose would be combined with weighted internal organ

21 doses •.
22

In addition to this overall five rem per year

23 limit, there are additional limits imposed on individual
24 organs.

The dose limit that would be derived from

25 application of the weighting factors would be large enough
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5

1 to make at least conceivable the incidence of non-stochastic
2 effects, that is direct somatic effects.
3

The limit applied by the proposed EPA guidance for

4 that purpose was 30 rem to any organ with five rem on the
. 5:

gonads;.,

The equivalent ICRP; approach to that problem was
. T to' appl r

a, limit. of· 50 rem to the indi vid ua 1 organs.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Da we currently have any

I

9 similar limit maximum other than limits on individuals

10 organs?
MR~

1t
1~approach

ARSENAULTL

Not the equivalent of this~

Thw

in the current regulations· is to apply limits on

13~ ind:ivid·ual organ·s,.

a =ritica.i organ concept, and. that

1¢ prevents you from getting to these ranges.
15'

I. would: n·ote in passi.ng that the organ weighting

1af~ctors

in the proposed EPA guidance are different from

1T those· of ICRP 26.
18

Next

19·

Another item in the guidance is the concept of a

~·three-tier

slide~

please.

system of graded radiation protection actions •.

21· As written they would impose requirements for a three-tiered
22 system and they specify the protection requirements for each
23 of these categories and in addition apply a 100 rem lifetime
24,

--

dose limit.
The staff view on both of these is that there
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1 should be no lifetime dose limit.

With regard to the graded

2 radiation protection actions we favor a m·ul ti-tiered system
3 consisting of reference levels, but feel that the
4 requitements should be left for development in regulations
5 rather than being included in the guides.

&

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Are yo~ going to go into

T these· in detail?
~R~

ARSENAULT:

I will come back to the major

9 issues and discuss them further later on.

That would be one

10 of them, yes.
11·

The proposed guidance then establishes

12 rad ioacti vi ty in take factors which are the quan ti tati ve
13· limits on the radionuclides to be absorbed into the body,
14 which· if absorbed into the body would produce organ doses
15 equivalent to five rem.
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

These are applied to the

17 individual isotopes?
1a·

MR. ARSENAULT:

19

Another principal issue, which I will return to

Individual isotopes, yes.

20 later, is that in the guidance it is recommended that if an
21 RIF turns

~ut

to be higher

th~n

the limits currently in use

22 as a result of applying the weighting factors in the
23 guidance, that the lower of the two values, that is the
24 current value, would continue to be applied.
25

I will address that later.

That is an item in
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1 which the majority staff does not agree.
2.

The sixth item in the guidance is that there is a

3 requirement that limits be established below the radiation

4-protection guides in the RIFs.

This is a requirement.

The

5, majority staff considers that this is an ALAR A issue- as

&distinct fr~~an occupationa1 dos~ limit issue.

I

will

7 add·ress that: again.
8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:·

Let me ask you, is any of

9 this affected by the recalculation of the Hiroshima. data?
10

MR •. ARSENAULT:;

No..

11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

No,. it is not affected •.
You are going to address

12· that?
1$

l!R •. ARSEH AULT:

I w.i.lr address the issue,_, yes,

14' unless you· would. prefer I address it now..

I

guess. i t would

1s:·be- better if: we got through the: description of the guidance
16.before addressing that
1T

lssue~

The proposed guidance suggests the limit for

18 minors of one/tenth the limits for

adults~

This approach is

19 shared by the current requirements as well as the ICRP
20 approach.
21

Exposure.limits for the unborn, the question of

22 the additional sensitivity of the fetus..
23 alternatives.
~·which

25

f~r

EPA proposes four

comment and does not take a position on

is to be preferred.
The majority staff view is that we should continue
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1 with the current NRC policy that informed consent would be
2 the way to establish the protection for the unborn rather
3 than applying explicit additional requirements in the guide
~or the regulations~

5:.

The ninth and last major recommendation in the

6:· g,uidance is that special planned exposures which exceed the·
T Iimlts should. require a. prior notification to the regula-tory

a

authority, public disclosure of the requirement and

e~.

case-by-case decisions·.

10

The staff view on this is that such a procedure

11' would. not b& responsiv~ to the need. for immediate action
1Zwhich is generallr the context in which .these requirements·
13' arise.

We do believe that some general guidance should be

1~provided by regulatori authority in advance and that

1& disclosure on the event should be requiredr but the
16procedures prescribed in EPA guidance do not seem to reflect
17 the realities of the situation.
18

Slide five; please.

19

Briefly comparing the current proposed quidancw

20. with the earlier FRC gui.dance and the current 10 C.F.R. Pa.rt
21 20r which is

base~

on that guidancer the principal

22 differences then are that the external and internal doses
23 are to be combined for dose limitations.
This is regarded as a higher standard of
25 protection and a stricter level of control than we now have
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1 and compares to' the five rem per y~ar .at three per quarter,

2 but conditioned. upon the formula of five times the age minus
3 18 lifetime limitation or career limitation.

Wherein if the

4 record·s of the· individual were available permitting. the
5 calculation of his career dose, the formula was what
5; provid:ed. the principal. 1.imit.,

7'

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

·

MR.

ARSENAULT~

What is an internal· dose?

You mean wh~t does the phrase

9' refer to?
10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
MR. ARSENAULT.':,:

Yes.

It refers to doses to indi.vidual

12'. or(;rans based on the deposition in the body of13l radionuclides..
14

I t is. usually a calculated dose~ •.

I t voul.i. probably be: easier to explain that b r a

15 comparaison •.
16

The external dose is the dose to the body

17 resulting from external. sources of radiation, as when you
18 are in a radiation

field~-

The other form of radiation exposure is the

W ingestion or inhalation of radionuclides and their
~-

22

deposition·

~--

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That is what the internal

23 dose· r"efers to.

24

MR. ARSENAULT:

--- and the internal dose is that

25. latter • . Right.
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1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:-

2

MR. ARSENAULT: .No, they are not combined now.

Don't we combine those now?

3 You have a limit for an external dose of five renr per year

4 at three renr per quarter and 5 rem to the minus 18, plus.
5 separately there is a 1imi t of 15 rem,. or in the case of
6 some- organs.; 30 rem, from internal. exposure.,

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is that an annualr one-time

8 dose?
9-

M'R .- ARSENAULT:.

10

COMMISSIONER

That is an .annual .•

AHEARNE~

But there is no limit then

11 on- the

12:

MR .. ARSENAULT:

1a two.

There is no combination of- the

So.it is at least theor~tically possible to get five

14 rem in: one year fronr an external source and additional
15 exposur~ t~

individual organs from internally deposited

16 radionuclides~

That -is why it is considered that the

17 combination represents a higher standard of protectio~.

18
1~

The 100 rem lifetime limit proposed in the EPA
guidance is

a~

compared to the\career limitaton of five

20 times the age minus 18 in the current requirements.
21

COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

How many people in

22 industry today have gone past the hundred rem limit?
23

MR~

ARSENAULT:

I don't know the answer to that.

24 Does anyone here know?
25

MR. ALEXANDER:

There are very few, a handful.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Are the records good enough

2 to know?
3

COMMISSIONER GTLINSKY:

We don't really know. But

. 4 ,. you think it is a rather small number?
5

MR.

ALEXANDER~

It is a small number.

In the DO&

6:1abs thera are some. that if you include the internal dose7: from, pl.utonium and. things like that the total dose has

&a1ready gone over
9.

toa

rem.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Does that include doses

10 received early in the program?

11

MR •.. ALEXANDER:

12•

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'

13·;

Yes.
A better point to fix· on

might be· doses received from, say,. the fifties or sixties

14: on, and I assuma things would tighten up a bit.
15

I guess I

am trying to· understand why a hundred is limiting and why

16 you feel that is a constraining number •.
17
18

MR~ ALEXANDER~

number~

The EPA selected that

The

amount of dose allowed now for, say, a 50-year career to

19 make the arithmetic easy would be 250 rem.

Using the risk

20 factors from the Bier Report and other publications that
~

·leads to vhat

22

risk~

som~

people consider to be a somewhat high

For example, the cancer incidents using these risk

23 factors among people getting five rems per year every year
24 during a working lifetime would be about seven
25

percent~

The EPA people felt that that was too high and
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1

they wanted a reduction in the lifetime risk and therefore

2 they

cho~e

100 rems as a lifetime limit as a way to ~chieve

3 that.
4

COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

But I gather that the NRC

5 staff feels that is too Iow a 1.imi t.,
,
6 ..

MR., ARSENAULT:;

We feel. th.at the benefits to be

7· d.erived from the appl.ication of such a l.imi t do not
~compensate

for the impact that it

m~ght

have on some

9. individuals.
101~

Again, the principle of
apply here.

A hundred rem

informe~

lifetim~

consent might

1eve1 represents 20

12! years at the ful.I limit of five rem.

r should point Gut,. first of al.I, that this would

13'.
1¢

only apply to a very limited number of individuals.

15'

COMMISSIONER

16 to get at.
17'
18

GILINSKY~

That is what I am trying

Would it in fact impact anybody·?
MR~

ARSENAULT:

If it would not impact anybody,

then one could argue that it is irrelevant and not a useful

19: limitation.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

20

How many people would it.

21 impact?

22

MR. ARSENAULT:

Well., if we have now a few, a very

23 few peopl.e who are over the 100 rem lifetime limit, it would
24 impact those.
25 you.

I didn't get a number so I can•t give it to

It is principally the impact on the worker's sense of
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1 security and whether or not he feels he has a career if he
2 is in one of the hiqher risk areas of this occupation.
3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I would have thought one

4.would want to limit at an earlier age.
5

KR- ARSENAULT:

That is another aspect of this.

5, First of' all.., .. the, 100 rem life.time limit does introduce an

1 eiement of insecurity into.the job environment.
8 why· 100 rem?'

S~condly,

The incremental risk from 95 to 96 and 99 to

9· 100 is no different than the incremental risk from 100 to
10 101 or 105 to 106.
1t

COMMISSIONER

12

MR- ARSENAULT:

13'· spectrum of exposure..
1~

GILINSKY.~

Well, that is true.

rt is true across the full

So that in dealing with the

incremental level we don't see any particular reason for

15 choosing.'. 100 rem-..
16

r

guess that was the final argumerit.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
18

MR. ARSENAULT:

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

There is another aspect.

There is another aspect, yes.
.You remember that Tamplin

~

in one of his petitions had rasied just that sort of point

~

and had suggested. it might be more appropriate to have a

22 lower annual limit for younger people and then raising i t
23 for higher annual. limit as age went up.
~

I guess the NCRP

has begun to look at that and to see whether taking into

25 account some sort of age risk and see if you wouldn't get a
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1 different approach.
MR~

2

ARSENAULT: .There is a qualitative argument

3 that it is likely that this limit would be reached only by
4 people who are already entering a age sector where the risk

5. is diminishing..

a·

It is 20 at these and i t is not expected

that an indi.v.idua1. w:ould get five· rem per year.

But even if

1· h.e· were at that high level of exposure it would be a 20-year

& period before he absorbed 100 rem at which point he is
9 entering an age when the risk might be reducing but that is
10 a qualitative argument.
. 11.

· COMMISSIONER

It is a subjective decision •
AHEARNE~

I think probably an

12 adequate· summary is there is no good analytic base for 100~
13· 250, 200, 1SQ an~ --COMMIS~IONER

14

GILINSKY:

Well~ but that is true of

15· 5 and 30 an·d 15' and so: on, isn"t it?.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEr

16.

Well, as Bob was saying,

17you can provide risk estimates to fit all of those, but when
18 you try to ask the question of what is the impact?
19 talked about the higher

numb~rs,

When you

I think that the potential

20 candidates are very small and the industry's records aren't
21
22
~

prob~bly

good enough to really pick up that small number.
When you start getting down to things like 5 or

10, yes, you have got a very large number of people who

24 would be impacted.

When you get into the 100, 150, 200 and

25 250 region you are talking about a very, very small
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1 population who would fall into that category.

Z

MR. ARSENAULT: .You rapidly reach the point where

3 you must ~eal. in subjective considerations here.

But if you

~ accept a 50-year career period as distinct from a 20-year
5, career period, you are· tal.king about the difference between

6'. a· 100. rem limit· and a 250. rem limit,. which with the linear

Ttheory i t represents a. factor of two and a half in risk.

r

would. suggest· to you that factors on that order

9(tn the risk equations seem· to be minor variations when
10 considered with the variation in risk that people face from"
11 the: va·rious sou_rces •.
12·

S~·

the question is really whether introducing this

13 limit on top of the· current. exposure limits provides a
14• b.enef·it to: the workers that is commensurate with the impact
15; that i t could ha:ve on the.· security and career lines of a. fe'w·
1s-and w& feel that it does not.
17

Slide six.

ta:

The principal differences between the EPA guidance

19 and the ICRP 26 recommendations, which aDe.favored by the
~

majority staff view, are that the organ weighting factors

~

are different, and I will come back to that in a moment, and

22 that the non-stochastic organ dose limit is different.
23

The fact is that there is little to choose between

M these two numbers.

The 30 and the 50 both would be

25 effective in avoiding non-stochastic effects.

The virtue of
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1 the 50 is that it is consistent with the ICRP system which
2 has been internationally accepted and applied.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4 accepted?

Has it been internationally

The way the paper w.as..,_ written, and I realize that

~ that is no~ almost two months ago~ or it is two months ago

s: in fact,, i t was that i t is: in, the· process of·. being accepted.
MR. ARSENAULT:;

That is probably a more accura·te

8 statement than to say that it has been.
9 steady and. always in the same direction.

The progress is.
I t seems clear

10 that this· is to be the accepted system of iose limitations,
·tr but I believe you have more accrirately 'expressed the current
\

12 situation •.
13:

With respect

t~

the gonads, the EPA has

14: established a separa:te organ l.imit of five rem per year,
15 whiie the ICRP includes them· as one of the organs, to be
16 included in the cumulative expo~ure for the five rem
17 limitation..

EPA suggests a 100 rem lifetime limit and the

18 ICR P has no such lifetime limit.
19

20. the ICRP?
21·

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Could you say a word about

Does it have any official status?
MR •. ARSENAULT:.

No, I don't think i t has an

22 official status· in the sense that I understand the
23 question.,

We certainly have no commitment to accept the

24 ICRP recommendations.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Are countries represented
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1 on the ICRP or just individuals chosen or what?
2

MR. ARSENAULT: .Individuals are chosen with a view

3 to ensuring international representation.
4

COM.MISSIONER AHEARNE:.

5:

MR·. CUNNINGHAM:

6'· body •..

Dick· is raising his hand •.

The ICRP is mainly a scientific

Indiv'iduals- are chosen. for their. scientific speciarty

7 without· particular concern for tha country from which they

a: a-re drawrr and·· of course they try to get a balance of

a

viewpoints scientifically~

It is typically for their

10 scientific knowledge of their specialty in the area.
They don't have an -official recognition in the
12·• sense that we· have or that necessarily their recommendations
13' are· adopted by- other countries..

There is some offici:al:

14 tie-in on· the books with. the first federal.. radiation po·l:.icy

15 guidance- tha.t came· _out. following· the· general" ICRP
16 recommendations· a.s- well as· the NCR_P •.
17

recommendation~

Usually the ICRP

are taken by international: organizations.

18 In this case ICRP 26 is taken by IAEA with international
19 labor organizations, the World Health Organization and
20 OECG.
~

They are about to adopt ICRP 26 in their basic safety

standards~

It is all one document and it is just about to

22 be adopted.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
MR •. CUHNINGHAM:

25

Is Moeller on that?

Dave Moeller?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes~
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1.

MR. CUNNINGHAM:

He was on Committee Four.

I am

2 not sure if ha is still on there now.
3

VOICES:

He is.

MR. CUNNINGHAM:
5

KR., ARSENAULT i

He is still on there.
If you will go on to slide seven

6; you. V·ill see the difference· in the weigh ting factors t:tiat

rare recommended by EPA and the ICRP~
8'

a

The f'a:ct is that except for the di£ference in the
elimination of the separate limitation for gonads provided

1o·by EPA and their inclusion as one of the major organs, the

11 difference in: these factors is not really significant..

I

12 voul.d accept one- set. of. factors over the other as well as
13-. the other: except that the· ICRP does have the virtue of being·
14' internationally accepted.

Now, this is a more fundamental.

15 fact •. 16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What problems are created

17 by our not following the ICRP guidelines •.
18

MR. ARSENAULT:

Because of the way these factors

I

19 are applie:i.
20
~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
these weighting f

~ctors

I don't mean just in using

or using any of these

22 recommendations.
23

MR. ARSENAULT.;

The weighting: factors in fact are

24 probably right at the heart of the answer to that question •.
25 Using· factors other than those recommended by the ICRP
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1 actually results in a difference in the definitions of some
2 of the rather basic terms.involved because of the way they
3 are applied.

This would make it difficult to compare U.

s.

4 experience w,ith that of other countries or of anyone else
5 under the different system.

It would be possible to make a

6. transi·ation from·, one.· to the. O'ther but i t would awkward •
. : COMMISSIONER GILIHSKY:.

aAre we talking·

How· complicated is this?

about~ l±ttle program?

MR •. ARSENAULT:.

In. some cases .it might involve

10 just recalculating everything all the way back to the source
11 data· and then. cal=ulating forward. in to the other system.
12:

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is i t you would be

13. comparing·?

KR •. ARSENAULT:,:

Let's see, rem

COMMISSIONER GII.INSKY:. Give me a for instance.

Ma.

ARSENAULT~

The end point frequently in the

I

17 implementation of the system would be to establish derived
18 air concentrations in the· case of the ICRPr and I have been
19 warned· not

t~

use the word "equivalent," and its comparable

20 term which is a maximum permissible concentration in air for
21 the EPA system.
22·

The exposure to these concentrations for some

~,

standard work year

~·

exposure.

wo~ld

be taken as equivalent to five rem

The use of different factars then results in a

2S different level of actual exposure being represented on the
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1 records as five· rem.
2

If one wanted to do a comparison he would have to

3 back calculate to the actual environment encountered and
~ then apply the other factors and recalculate the exposure.

5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, you just come out

6' w:'ith a different exposure •..
T

MR~

ARSENAULT:

Yes~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
9 as· far as I
10

But you just do· this once

can see.

MR •.. ARSENAULT:

You. would do any time you wanted

11' tD compara the· 'two systems,
or you could keep books on both
.
12 systems so that you could: do· these comparisons..

I t is only

13 relevant if' you do want to compare your experience •.
14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:.

I seem to be missing

15' something here •.
16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

You have got a lot of

17 volunteers.
18:

MR. KREGER:

It seems to me important to consider

19 though how.we ask for information.

The record that ve now

. 20 ask for from licensees, for example, is total external
2t dose.

Now, we are in the process of modifying Part 20.

22 But, for example, in that modification we were able to
23 consider that total dose was always obtained in a particular
2~

way and the same way that ICRP obtained it, then we wouldn't

25 necessarily have to ask for additional information like how
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1 much of that dose is this organ and that organ and how much
2 is internal and how much is external.
3-

We could still compare those doses with people

4: that had calculated the ·total body dose equivalent by the
~ICRP metho~.if our licensees wete doing i t by the ICRP

6> method...

If

we;

were doing. i t by a· different. method you. would.

7 have to go back. and' ei.ther change the regulation to ask fo:r:

& a lot

mor~ inf~rmation t~ be able to mak~ the comparison

9- between other countries and ·other usages or you really
1ff·wouldn't· be able to· do: it •..
1V

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

Are-. the EPA weighting

12: £.actors different from the- ones that are now in use in- this
131 country?·
14;

MR.: ARSENAUL.T::.

15-

COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:.

16:

KR-

ARSENAULT~

Are you asking Bili or me?
Either.

Well,. we don't use weighting

17 factors in the same way that these are proposed to be used.
18. We have organ limi.ts·.19-

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I guess what I am getting

20 at is if either the EPA system or the ICRP system is adopted
21 and we now have our licensees reporting doses, so many rems,
2~how

are we going to relate that to the information we- have

23 up to this time· from licensees?
24

MR •. ARSENAULT:

25

(Lauqhte:r:.)

That is a good question •.
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1

2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

There will have to be some

factor calculations for cqnversion.

3

HR. ARSENAULT;

With either system.

COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:
CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL
MR., CUNN.TNGHAlh:.
7 s1mple •..

Bill is waving his hand.
I think. the dif:ference is rather

ICRP sets the±r weighting· factors so you come out

a with a: comparable risk of· five
9·

COMMISSIONER

1Q Dick.
11

That is what I thought.

r don't think

AHEARNE~

rem~

Could you use the mike,

th~ people in the back can hear you.

M-R ... CUNNINGHAM:,

What the ICRP does is take the

12. scientif.ic data by or-;;ran does and come out with weighted
13:

o·rgan factors that are meant to· achieve a comparable risk
;

14 for- the organs comparable to a. total body dose of. 500
1'5: milligrams per· year or five rem per year..

So i t is just

16 comparing risk .•17

The EPA, on

~he

other hand, includes in their

1a weighting £actors fer some organs like the thyroid I
19 thought, but some of them anyway, an ALARA factor, which is
20 an economic factor and this begins to confuse the picture.

21

Now, if you adopt the EPA limits, ALARA changes

22

depending on technology.

You aren't comparing risk, you are

~

introducing other factors that destroy that kind of

M

comparison of risk.

Now, it is okay to adopt ALARA, but you

25 don't want to do it through this system that just cpmpares
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1 risk.

Otherwise, it becomes very difficult to go back

2 through the regulations agd reconstruct that every time you

3 want to change ALARAs~
.4

a

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

In other words, Dick, you

aie sayin~ that it is your impression that the reason that

6 EPA~~ factors ar~ higher than the ICRP is· because they.have

7 folded the ALARA. concept in~

a,

MR. CUNNINGHAM::·

9

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

10

MR. ARSENAULT:

Yes •.
Do you agree?

Wellr I must admit that it is not

11 clear: to me· how.- they arrived at· their. factors in detail..
12~

any·· case,.. I

In

regard the technical distinction between the two

13, sets of. factors as negligible technically.
14

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

But administratively

15: significant •. ·
16

MR. ARSENAULT:

17 a significant difference.

Administratively I think there is
We have later in the presentation

18 a qualitative assessment of the cost impacts of
19 systems.

thes~

two

That is one of the areas in which there would be a

~-significant

difference, as I say,

bec~use

we would be using

21 a system that is fundamentally different from what we expect
22 to be a widely accepted international system.
23

The next.slide •.

24

Here I have summarized the majority staff

25 recommendations which are that the NRC accept the ICRP 26
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1

system with dose limitations for reasons that I think have

2 been made evident now.
3

We fee1 that they are based on the best scientific

4. data available and. have the· virtue· of being internationally
~ accepted and i t would facilitate the- sharing of

6: international experience and. the. comparison of experience •.
~-

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.

Let me ask you this.

What

a: fr~ction of· the total work force that would be subject to
9.' either our standards or ICRP standards does the U•. S •. work
10.

force form~

11
12·

Iri other words, what part of i t are we~

M:R •.. ARSENAULT:

You mean what fraction of . the

international. work force subject to ---·

13

. COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

14·.

~R~ ARSENAUL~~-

Radiation standards •.

I could- only guess, and I guess

15 that: less: than· half.;
16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

1T

MR~

ALEXANDER~

I

Is it about half?

don~t

know what fraction the

18

radiation workers constitute of the world.

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.

W radiation

worker~

21

MR •. ARSENAULT:

are the U.

s.

What fraction of the
radiation workers?

What fraction of the worldwide

22. radiation workers subject to systems of this kind does the
23. 0 •. S. radiation w-.ork. force represent.

I think that is the

24 question.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:.

Right.
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1

MR. ARSENAULT:

I am not sure we can get a

2 qual.itative answer.

3

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

If you scal.e it on power plants

4 it· is about a third:.
5:

MRw

ARSENAULT~

I think that woul.d be a mistake

a;: though- •.
T

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

I

thought the larger

8'portion of· our U. S~ workers were not power plant workers.
9

MR. ARSENAULT:

10 the answer for.

That is a question we might have

Ca~ you give an estimate, Bob~ of the

1t· fraction of totai radiation workers. in the U.

s.

represented

1Z bY' power plant workers~ roughly?
13·

KR. ALEXANDER:.

Well, there. are believed to be

14 more than a milli.on so-called radiation workers in the
15.; country_ now.· I

guess the power pl.ant workers are now about

16 70,000.
17'

MR. AR SEN AULT:.

18'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That is now a large fraction.
I am

sure~

on the other

19 hand,. we have probably poor information on the Russian and
20 their country's radiation work force.
21

MR. ARSENAULT:·

I bel.ieve that

~in

the United

22 States the application of nuclear technology outside the
23·power pl.ant industry is perhaps more prevalent than it would
24:be in many countries.

My guess would be less than half of

25 the total work radiation workers would be found in the
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t

u. s.

I won•t

go

beyond that.

I would suspect it may be

2 closer to ~ third.
3

The staff .also feels that there should be no

4 career· dose limit for reasons that we have discussed at some
5 length •... We consider that there are conservatisms involved
· 6 ·in.· .. the radia·tio~ protection .. systems..

There are

r uncertainties in .. risk analysis which we f·e:l ·would make i t

a:

unrea.sonable to crea.te· the anxiety and the problem for

9"' w.orkers, or in the rare cases even a practical problem. of

1Qsecurity for· individua1 workers on. the basis of the pro~osed
11' benefits that vou·ld~ deri.ved. from a career limit •.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEL
I

That encompasses then not

1$ onl:y disagreeing w.i·th: the, 100: limit of EPA· but also dropping;
'

14:. the current fbr;mul.a for. career limits.
15.

MR~

16 limits, yes.

ARSENAULT~.

The current formula for career

We feel that that is not necessary.

The staff position.is also that ALARA issues

17

1a· should be removed from the guidance on occupational dose

1g

li~itations.

20~absolute

The two issues are quite

distinct~

One sets

limits on the exposure which is regarded as safe

·~ wthia the work place •.

The other principle estab1ishes that

22· one should attempt to achieve some economic balance and to
23 reduce exposures. to that which is as low. as one can get
24· consistent with the costs and the benefits associated with
2& the activity.

Ther aren't the same and they shouldn't be
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1 mixed.
2

Finally, the protection of the unborn should be

3 based on informed. consent which is and has been and in our

4 view should continue to be the basis for the NRC approach to
5: this problem.

COMMISSIONER
7'. .

..

Ii:ttle. bit •..

AHEARNE~

Could you go into that a

I gather you do agree.with the minors having a

8' limit of· one/tenth the- adult. workers?

MR ... ARSENAULT:
10

i~

Yes•

Well, one of the advantages

dealing with the minors is that you know what you ace

11 deaiing· with...

In. the case of· f·ertile women, one of the

· 12. d·ifficulties is: that during a period when the· fetus is most

1a sensitive

t~

radia·tion, neither she nor the employer is

14 tikely to know: that the condition· exists.

So that there is.

15. some-question about the- effectiveness of establishing some
16 speciai protective
17

mechanism~

The application of some policy which is uniform

18 with respect to women but not uniform with respect to
19 workers of course raises the problem of a quality and the
20. right to. work, et cetera •.
21

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Let me see if I can ask a

22 couple of questions.
23

Making a limit Of one/tenth the adult for minors

24 is based on the conclusion that children are more
25 susceptible?
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1

KR. ARSENAULT:

Yes.

It is based on the

2 sensitivity of the very y 0 ung and the general policies that
3. relate to child labor laws and protection of minors and the
4 lack of any compelling argument in favor of bringing the'·

5 m~nors into the work force.

C.OMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But it starts from the

T conclusion t·hat-the very young are more sensitive?
8.

MR .. ARSENAULT;.

It includes that consideration,

9.' yes.

10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

T tried to read the Bier

f1'. Repo~t and' othec material. and. i t wasn•i in effect clear to
. 12. me..

Is i t c·orrect that the general concl.usion is that. the

13 fetus is more susceptible?
14:

MR~

1Sconclusion.
16

ARSENAULT,

Is that correct?
Yes, that is a general

I don't think there is anr dispute.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So then is it also correct

17 that the reasons of not imposing a limit for pregnant women
18·ara based on other than the associated radiation hazard?
1~other

In

words, what I am saying is that it seems to me that

20 you start with the conclusion of, yes,. there is greater
21 radiation harzard there.

So that barring other factors you

22 would then, ·r would conclude, impose a tighter limit because
23 the rest of the rationale,. limits at all, limits on minors,
24 seem to have the concept that there is a radiation hazard
25 and when there is a greater radiation hazard you impose a
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1 tighter limit.
2

So if the

concl~sion

is that for a pregnant woman

3 there is ~ qreatec radiation hazard, in the absence of other
~

fBctors one would have to impose a tighter limit.

~appears

It

that the conclusion that you donrt impose a tighter

&limit has to be based either on it is infeasible or you
77 conclude it is illegal.
MR~ ARSENAULT~

&
~question
1~answer

tt

Within the context of your

and within the logic in which it is posed the

is yea~

r would point out to you only that there are

some additional considerations that are at least relevant to.

tz:: thi.s ..
1~

·suppos~

t4' the- population

a~t

we found that a particular group within
la·rge were more Sensitive· to radiation

1ffithan the, average among workers, would we then establish a
.16: different radiation protection limit for that subpoplation?
17 I don't know the· 3.nswer to that •.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, we already have.

It

19,is called minors.
20

MR •. ARSENAULT:

I am just pointing out that while

21 I would be prepared to answer the question you asked in the

22 affirmative as a personal view, and I think it is widely
23

shared, it could not be extended to apply to other

24 populations necessarily.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That is not obvious.
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1 I a~ trying to understand is the regulatory philosophy that
2 underlies the conclusion and then, if I understand that
3 correctly, I have to conclude that there are other factors
4 which take you away from that.

I

just wanted to make sure I

5 understood what those other factors were.
6

MR;.. ARSENAULT:

That is, correct.

As I said,

r

7 w,ould: answer. the quest.ion that at least. internally r would

a· answer in the affirmative •.

a level of· risk per
10

There is a recognized higher

exposure~

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

That is why the ICBP then

11 came·· up·,. at least according to your table, they have reached·
12 a. conciusi:on that there should be a tighter restriction
1aimpose~

14.

on pregnant womerr~
MR. ARSE.NAULT:·

Yes" on pregnant women,. right,. and

15:ft is a part of the consideration that goes into the lower
16 limit.
17

18 moment

Slide nine goes to the point which I indicated a
ago~

It.is at the heart of the difference between

19 the two systems and deals with the radioactivity intake
20 factors, the annual limits of intake.
21

It should be recognized that the ICRP system is

22 generally more restrictive than current standards.

The same

23 could be said of the EPS system.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Could you give us some

25 indication of the degree to which current standards would
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1

have been tightened?

2

MR. ARSENAULT:

3

COMMISSIONER

4

ltR~

Would be' tightened?

GILINSKY~

ARSENAULT:

Yes.

Well, i t is difficult to be

5 quantitative, but i t goes back to the argument I mention~d
6'

on the· very first: s1.ide •.

When one appl.ies the same· five rem:

· 7 annual limitation but not c·omputes· the exposure as a result

a of both externai and internal dose, there is almost
9 inevitably a reduction in the allowed exposure as a result~
10 As I say,, it is: a. li.ttle difficult to translate that
11 guantitativel:y-c because the systems are so different •.
12

C01UfISSI6HER AHEARNE::

Is it true that the

13. concentration £·actors. though a:re relaxed?
14

MR. ARSENAULT::·

15: not be relaxed..

No..

In general. I think. they will

The next point on this slide is that some

16 of the derived.air concentrations would be higher than the

17 current maximum permissible concentrations.
18 would be

relax~d.

That is, some

Therein lies one of the points in the

19· EPS • s system •.
20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Could you explain why that

21 is?
22

~R~

ARSENAULT:

Yes.

I can explain in general

23 terms, but if you push me beyond the superficial I am going
24 to have to get help.
25

(Laughter.)
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1

The application of the current limitations on ali

2 organs· ~esults in derived.air concentration limits that are
3 based on the metabolic relationship between the exposure of
~the individual to that air concentration and the consequent

&

d~position and exposure to a specific organ.

Rh.en. one moves to either the EPA or the. ICRP
7 standard in wh·ich the risk to the individual resulting· from.
8: organ dose is. considered·, then the organ dose may very well

9. be increased or decreased compared to the current
10 standards~
11'

E~en. if one used the same metabolic models~ then

-

the derived. air: concentration would be increased in the case·

12' where the orqan·. to w.hich· that radionuclide. was most relevant

13> h·ad. its. dose .increased by this risk. approach..

So in some

f~cases they might be increased.

I'n addition,. new metabolic models are being
16 applied which could have the effect of increasing the air
17 concentrations even when the organ doses were the same.

So

1a both factors can work to result-in increased permissible air
19· concentrations of specific radionuclides, and in some cases
20 that is the result of the application of this new system.
21

COMMI~SIONER
GILINSKY;.
i

How great an increase are

22 we talking about?
23

1

MR •. AR SENAULT:

I don't know the figures on that.

44 Has anyone done calculations?
25

MR •. ALEXANDER:.

They range from about 10 percent
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1 to a factor of 17 in the case of Strontium 90.
2

MR.

I

SHLOMO~

~ave

here a whole listing of

3'available comparison figures.

It shows some lower and some

4 higher •.

5;

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is the strontium the

6i hig.he.~it?

Strontium 90 is insoluable. , In- 10 CF-R'
.
'.
,}0,
-st~:on}:.iu1JLis t,wci. times::-t:.en i::o-_ th~ mim1s n_ine,-._th_at is-your
8
i~west::~--- -Tiie:_:so'luai:>le l-s~ -eight·:-t~Lmes~h:ighel:- --artff "th.is - comes
9:
'·< «- -"« -- ._ .. ·.'" .
-..___ -out -to a -calcu±ation equivalen:t:,.__to_ -this_. _'. __ ~.-::_::. ._ __ MR. SHLOMO:.

7:'

_.-«

,,_

-

---_.

-----

,

.

,.._

10

,.----~

-

COHMISSIONE~

c_ _ _ , . . . .

AHEARNE:

•

- - --C'7-"'oo_c, __ ,.-
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.
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,

..

Now, is the difference

1t betweea the EPA and the ICRP based on

EPA~s

disagreement

12: wi..th the technica·l basis or based on the be Iief that you
13:: should not. raise a limit that is already existing?

KR.

14~

SHLOMO~

First of allr there- will be a

t&differenc~ between th~ ICRP and EPA based on the different

16 weighting factors and based on the difference of the '.cap

·

1T 3_0: r.em:-y~e-r~sus 50
18

rem

ICRP.

In addition, EPA made the recommendation that for

19 those cases where the new- derived limits turn out to. be
~

higher than the one in current use the old one should be

21" retained.

We consider this being an issue of ALARA.

22. limits, as Mr. Arsenault

expl~ined,

Those

were derived in a

23 coherent system based on the same risk.

We have better

24 models, wa have better understanding of carcinogenicity of
25 the different organs and they might result in different

(
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1 limits.
2

rr:1:--yo\J.--wou1a.. _ arJ?J:tra:tJ.,-1-y_-o-=c:_ha:r1ge_~ those Li,J1li-ts-~,_-=ther( 1:!:1e
---·-- ---- -----

3

._ - ...::.....----

rela-t:..i-ve--C:ortcentr-atiofi'-.of

. _ __ --- .:. -~:.------________ :_____ -

~-

-------

---·~:··.:..:.~

-the-annua.r-~1finfEs

_ ___ ;:-'-_::-c---·-:--------

----·-- -

of ·one __ radionuclide

-- _... ,----.-~.·:.:. . ~.!~-~~---:._~~-~ - --. ~~ ~--·--__-:.~--- ----

:__~

.

- -

4 .--versmr:--a,no_~hJ::ir--r-adToniiclide-:w±ll- 10-se_--the-..~equivalence of risk and
-ft-~wil-1- -cause~censrd·erabl-e--probleri'fff cfh--OU;t"---reviewing summation.
~henever from an ALAR~ standpoint it is feasible
a~. and' desirable to lo.wer the 1.imitsr then our regulation or
7 · guid'an.ce· might say this particula-r licensee wou·ld want lial.f'

~the limitr but l~t not changa the limits~
MR~

ARSENAULT1

10. veil., down this list.

This· discussion in

~act

moved us

The comments you just heard ex/plain

· 11~ why the DACs· and. MP Cs, that: i.s th·e derived air concen tra ti on.

12· limits in: th·e ICRP system and the·· maximum permissible
13 con.centrat:ions in the air in th·e EPA system, are not
14, directly comparable •..
15:

A:Iso·,, Dr •. Yaniv has addressed the question of the

16 fact that. the DACs are based on contemporary scientific data
17 and equivalency of risk so that when the sensitivity of
18 individual organs is taken into

account~

as we indicated,

1S the deiived air concentrations may in fact be larger than
20 they are under the current system of organ limits.
21

Dr- Yaniv also addtessed the fifth item.

He is

22 making my life very easy, and that is that the majority
~.

staff view is that when these derived limits turn out to be

24 higher, taking into account the various factors that are
25 relevant to· this equivalent risk calculation, then one
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e
e

1 should est3.blish these limits at that derived value.
2

The control at lower limits of exposure is, as he

3 pointed out, an ALAR A issue and we feel that in many cases
4. i t wil.l be.' justified to apply 1.ower limits but through the

5 application of ALARA rather than the equival.ency of risk

6\ principle.
Slide· ten: •.
Th~

question of the impl.ementability, the

~convenience-or compl.exity of implementing the ICRP

10 has been discussed.

26 system

This of course will be decided entirely

11: w:ithin the context. of the regul.a·tions that are drafted to
0

12 impl·emen· t.· this. system.
·We· are, looking· at the revisions implied for. 10.

14 C.F .R Part 20 now and it is. our goal 'to establish for
1s:11censees that have specific exposure conditions simplified
16 means for summing· the internal and external exposures.
17 the other licensees in which such

~implification

For

is not

1a· possible, we expect to provide specific procedures and
19·guidance on how to
20
~

go

about performing that •.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

What is the status of the

revision of Part 20?
MB~

23 rule itself.

ARSENAULT:

We have in hand a draft of the

It now remains for us to document the

24 considerations that went into that draft in the statement of
25 considerations as supplementary information.

That is
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underway and it is probably some weeks away from
2

be~ng

ready.

Also, the rule is drafted as a rule and therefore

3 it implies various things to the licensee rather than

4. specifying them and we need to document some of those
5 implications·.
6

COMMISSIONER ABEARNE:

T~

the extent that i t is a

7· germane questionF does it track more to EPA recommendations

8 or the ICRP 26 recommend~tions?
9

ttR·~

ARSENAULT:

It tracks the ICRP 26

10 recommendations.
11:

Another point which is common to

12 the various systems that are being considered~ it is common
13 t~ EPK and ICRP and it is common also to the current 10
14 c~r.R. Part 2a~ is that the 50-year committed dose from the
15 intake of radionuclides in any particular year is. taken· into
16 account that year~

In other words, the 50-year commitment

17 is put on the records in the year in which the radionuclide
18 is absorbed •.
19

There has been some discussion with those not

20 subject to 10
~

C~F.R.

Part 20 that this would be an extremely

difficult or awkward requirement to fulfill.

We would only

22 make the observation that there isn't any change- from the
2~existing

24

system of regulations in this respect.
With regard to costs, we felt that we should

25 address this, but i t is extremely difficult to assess what
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1 the cost impli~ations are for anr of these systems until
2 they have been translated into practical regulations.

But

3 we have done our best to try to indicate whether we would
4 expect the costs to be either minor or significant.
5··
6"

In the case of the justification requirement, we
f~el'.. th·is would· be minor..

We: feel. that justification is

7·required by current procedure but it would have to be made
8 more explici.t under the new systems.
The requirement that ALARA be made mandatory
10 implies that the licensees will have to be more rigorous and
1t explicit in documenting the rationale for and the
12 application of the A·tARA principle and that NRC will of
13'course have to· review and approve these and that there will
1•be some enforcement applic~tions as well.

So we would rank

1$ the· cost implications at this paint as significant.
The· system of dose limitations and tbe application
17.of these· calculational methods, in either system the initial
18 cost would be significant.

We feel that the EPA guidance,

19 because it woul~ re~uire these complex translational
20·manipulations in the futurephas the potential for a much
21' more significant ongoing cost than the ICRP approach.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

If one wants to do that

23 translation.
24

MR. ARSENAULTi

25 translation.

Yes, if one wanted to do the

I think it is clear that we would want to
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1 benefit from the experience of radiation exposure in other
2 countries and to compare our experience with theirs.
3 great deal can be learned from that.

A

My own view is that

4-such a translation is inevitable.
5

iith regard to the radiation protection

6- requirements,. that is the required --7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

a

let me ask you a question.

9.

of the bulk of the people

Before you lose that point

The radiation exposure history
~n

the United States who are

1o·exposed to radiation is maintained under whose regulation?
t1

I~

it NRC or is it

non~NRCt

The EPA guidance would apply to

t2·. some· class of people.
13
14:

'

.

MR.-

ARSENAULT:

Yes.

M!.

AftSgffAVt~:

How .. large a segment.of that are

~~/I~:

15 the people that we regulate?
16

MR.

ALEXANDER~

The percentage of workers affected

17 that the NRC regulates is 15 percent.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Of all of those who would

19 be affected by the EPA guidance?
20

MR. ALEXANDER'

21

COMMISSIONER

Yes.

AHEARNE~

So most of the people to be

22 affected by the EPA guidance are not regulated by the NRC?
23

MR.

ALEXANDER~

Yes.

When I say 15 percent I am

24- talking about the I believe 26 non-agreement states where we
25 license and regulate the rest.

I don't know what the number
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1 is.
2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3 of the workers?

Where are most of the rest

In what sort of industry?

4,

VOICE:

5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Medical,

X-rar~

Is that where the bulk of

6 it is?
7

MR.

ONG~

The EPA background documents out in 197S

8 were 1r160,000 U. S •. wotkers.

The number I got from John

9Davis about three days ago was workers covered by NRC
10 totalled 233,000 right now of which there was 78,000 --11

COMMISSIONER

AHEARN&~

But you would have to fold

12 in the agreement states on top of. that.
13

MR~ ONG~

I would say about 25 percent of the

14, total workers.15,
16

CHAIRMAN HENbRIE:
wo~kers

What happens to the records of

li:ensed in agreement states in activities that we

17 would license if they were not agreement states?

Do we end

18.up holding those records or do the states or who?
19·

MR. ALEXANDER:

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The ideal situation is the

u. s.

all use the same system and

22 world and the rest of the

They are held by the licensees.

By the licensees.

23 then you don't have to translate.

But if there is going to

24 be a disagreement, it is not clear to me whether we would ba

25 more concerned with comparability with the rest of the world
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1 or more concern~d with comparability with the rest of the
2

u. s.

3

MR. ARSENAULT:

The EPA standard would apply to

~ those who are regulated by the NRC.
5

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I understand that.

But you

6 see,,. the EPA is committed' and qoes down one pa th and we go

7 down the ICRP path.

a

It wasn't clear to me that we would. be

better off in the·ones we ha~ to do our comparison with.

9'

MR. ARSENAULT:

Well, I

think I should point out

10 that while the staff majority strongly favors the ICRP

a

approach· over the EPA' approach, and we are recommending to

1Zth~ C~mmission t~at

the NR~ officially inform EPA of this

13 p·reference,.. it seems clear that whichever direction EPA
14. ultimately· decides that the NBC is likely to fall in line

15behind it.

That is precisely why we feel that now is the

16 time to convey to the EPA what our current perceptions are •
. 17
18

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

we?

19

MR. ARSENAULT:

20

MS. BECKER:.

~

We don't have to though, do

I

would turn to my legal counsel.
r"

If you will notice on page 3 of the -

staff paper in a footnote OELD has rendered the opinion that

22 although we are not compelled to follow EPA guidance, as a
23 matter historically and as a matter of fact we probably
24 would.

Mrs. Mapes who wrote the legal opinion on that is in

25 the audience •.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2

MS. BECKER:

3

MR. ARSENAULT:

Not with EPA?

No, here.
So that implication is in our

4· minds.

5

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

a·

Let•s hear what Bill has got to

sa.y and: then we· will get to Jim."

MR.

KREGER~

Well~

I think Frank started out by

8. saying that there. is practically universal disagre.ement w.ith
9 the EPA guidance~

Everr one of the actual rules that gets

10 establishei. that implements that guidance will be done· by a
11 particular· agency. lik·e NRC or the Department of Energy or

12 the: Department- of Defense and so forth.

If ali of them disagree with it, the question of
14 whether an·y or very many will actually· implement those as

15'. they now stand· is quite in d·oubt I think.
16 .

ltR. TRUBATCH:

I think.we have to distinguish

17 between an independent regulatory agency and an Executive
18

19

Branch agency as far as compliance with, the FRC standards •.
MR. ARSENAULT:

It is clear to EPA that a very

20 significant revision of their standard is implied by the
21 results of the hearings..

What direction they will

go

in is

22 of course a matter of speculation:
23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Do you still have a comment you

24 wanted to make?
25

MRa CUNNINGHAM:

Just on

th~

question that
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1 Commissioner Ahearne raised of whether we wanted to compare
2 internationally our results under standards or nationally.
3·

The issue goes much more beyond that.

It is whether or not

~ W• are able to maintain orderly and systematic regulations
~that we can review on a periodic basis.
6t

If· w.e follow: the EPA: method we have ALARA built

T int~ the basic limits where we are really dealing with a

a risk number.

a

As. time goes on that becomes extremely

confused. ·when ALAR~ changes i t means w~ have got to change

10 our basic radiatio~ protection li~its and that is not the
tt. w.ay the. system· should. operate because we will have a

series

.12" of: ALABA numbers depending on what industry· we are
13; regul'ating.
1~ syste~

It just becomes chaotic if you follow the EPA

over the long term.

15·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

had been told, and I

16 guess· Bob since he attended all the hearings can verify or
17 contradict.

I

have been told that in the hearings there

18. were comments made that some of the foreign governments are
19·having difficulty following the ICRP 26 recommendations,
20 either understanding them or implementing them.
21

MR. ALEXANDER:.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That ii:; true.
Was that because they found

23 them difficult or found them sufficiently confusing and
24 ill.ogical?

25

MR. ALEXANDER;

I am sorry.

Right now I don't
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1 have the details.

2

MR. CUNNINGHAM:

I might add to that that I. tended

3 leaning to translate the ICRP 26 recommendations into the
4 international basic radiation protection standards for these

S various internation~l organizations~
6 ",

I:t is. true. that a lot of co.un tries have trouble

7 translating. ICBP into a practical working regulation.

The

8 international standards are sort of an intermediate thing~
~ Our people in developing Part 20 have a ·difficult time but
10- it can be done •.
11

The, system is set out in

ICRP~

Everybody I.have

12' talked' to from other countries seemed to agree that the
13:, system. is good, .. but it takes .. a lot of work and a lot of

14: experien·.ce· getting to the practical applications down at the

15: 1evel where you. are· working in the field and where working
16 health physicists can. utilize them easily but that is our
1T responsibility.

It is workable and I haven't heard anything

18 to the contrary •.

19

MR. ARSENAULT:

On radiation protection

20 requirements, the EPA guidance, as I mentioned earlier,
21 includes ~ requirement that a three-tier system be

22 established and prescribes the radiation protection
~

requirements at each level.

We feel that will impose a

24 significant administrative burden on the licensee with

25 consequent costs on it,. and that the application through
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1 regulations of reference levels and appropriate general
2 guidance for each is a more effective way of achieving a
3 similar result~

That could be done through the application

4 of the ICRP recommendations.
5:

The EPA: requ:iremen t that the lo'we r of either

s··. current·. or: new. deri.ved· li.mits ·be applied we feel would
f

T represent a significant cost for reasons that have been made:
8:

clear..

!r. Cunningham r·ef erred to this.

This confuses

9·AtARA issues an~ r~d~atiorr protection limits issues and will
1Q result in additional difficulty in trying to compare the
11 dose records for individual workers.
12

Limits. lower than the radiation protection guides

13 for specific jobs~

There is a recommendation that

1'4 regulatory agencies for specific activities establish l.imits
15. lower' than those· prescribed in the radiation protection
16 guides..

This would, in our view, create regulatory

17 confusion that we feel would be better avoided and
18 represents costs both for the agencies and for the licensees.
19

/

IJith regard to the issues on minors, there are no

20 cost impacts from either system.
21

With regard to the unborn, the question marks

22 merely indicate that the EPA did not take a specific
23 position on that.
24

The provisions for exceeding the radiation

25 protection guides under specific circumstances don't have
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1·

significant cost impact in either system.

2·

Finally we get to the Hiroshima and Nagasaki

3. data.

The question was asked earlier whether the staff

4; position. z;eflects the new/ dose calculations for Hiroshima
ffiand. Nagasaki.

The answer is no~

·In: fac.t., the point we would' make rather
1· ·emphatically is that. the~ current discussion on this issue· is

8: f·ra·ught with. uncertainties.

There seem to be no bases for

9 .. arriving· :it firm conclusions in either direction..
1~is

very preliminary~

The data

Each· discussion of the issues involved

tt i~ thes~ recalculations identify new· param~ters, the

· tz

sensiti vi.ties to wh·i:ch you· have --COMMISSIONER GILINSKY::

Well, wouldn't there be. ·a

1'4:-. cha-nge if you accepted the new results as being correct?
15:

1a

M'R •. ARSENAULT:.:
n~

Well, the problem is that there is

coherent set of resuits·that one· can accept as correct

17 and apply.to effect changes.

I

will, however, answer your

1a·question by saying. that the best staff estimates are that
19' the largest likely impact on the radiation protection guides
~

might involve a factor of two and possibly three.

It is in

21' that range •
. 22.
~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Translating into a factor

of two or three in air concentrations or what?

24

MR .• ARSENAULT:

25.

MR. SHLOMO ;.

Potentially, yes •.

Not necessarily. higher but it could
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be also lower. ·
2

~R.

ARSENAULT: _Yes.

There is no clear indication

3 of which way this will. go •.
4
5

COMMISSIONER- GILINSKY:

Why wou1d it be lower?

I

thought the new data suggested that the effects ---

6

.MR~ SHLOMO~

Tha total. dose in Hiroshima was

7 highe:i:: based on the new ca1culation, but lower.
Not lower,
it was only the neutron component that was lower.
8
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Right. Given certain
9 effects that suggests that the --10

MR. ARSENAULT:

The risk is lower.

MR. SHLOMO: The risk is lower.
12·

If you have a

higher does it has the same effect.

13

MR •. ARSENAULT:

The risk would be lower and the

14 effect orr ~he regulation~ would be to relieve them.
15'

MR. SHLOMO:

16 and gamma.

:I_t_ i_s not a

It is
,~_imp}.e

a

qU:estion between neutron and

"drop-in our direction. -_There is

17 an analysis that shows -for certai11 types_ of tl1mors- there are
18 slight:, increases- and for__ j:otal -tumors it decreases based

Or:!_

the

do~se system, ancl the data.
This is a paper from Lawrence
Livermore by Strom and Dobson.
20
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Were they saying that the

19. new

21

gamma dose was higher or were they saying that there was no

22 neutron dose?
23

MR. SHLOMO:

The original paper by Lowell and

24 Mendelson which wasn't published is a preprint based on the
25 table of a comparison of the T-65 doses and the recalculated
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1

doses.

On a rad basis, there are curves in here, on a rad

a

b~sis the total dose in Hiroshima comes out to be higher.

3 The gamma component. is higher~
~lo~er~

The neutron component is

In N~gasak± the neutron doses are lower.

Most of

s:- the- heal.th effects come from Hiroshima- •.
f!R., ARSENAULT:,

6\

I ha.sten . to point. out. that. most. of.

7 thf:.s data: represents. preliminary resul. ts•- - Little of- it. has

a

been subjected. to, publication in referee journals and the·

9: usual scien-tif ic debate and. peer review that we woul.d 1.ik.e
10 to see before accepting it as val.id~

The staff position is

11 succinctly: stated that there simpiy is no basis for deriving
12.·

firm. concl.u:sions from. the available information and that i t

13 cou1d go in e.ither: direction.

14

COMKISSIO•ER

AHEARNE~

Frank, was there a meeting·

15:= in Kay?

16

KR~

17-

COM~ISSIONER

ARSENAULT~

Yes, there was.

AHEARNE:

Did anything concrete come

1a: out of th.at meeting 'f
19
~-chaos~

21

MR·~

ARSENAULT:

Only a concrete recognition of

I think that is a fair statement.
COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

In the Science articl.e that

22: was one of the few published areas on i t essentially a
~· r~ad~r

would reach the conclusion that the NRC was

24 uninterested in. trying to explore this area.
25'

KR~

ARSENAULT:

One can infer that from the
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1 article.

I did·not.

2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3 correct.

I wanted to lead to the question are we interested?

MR.

ARSENAULT~

I

am not saying it would be

I think the answer is that we are

5 keenly interested in the debate itself and the results of
I

point out,. however, that the current staff view is

T that i t will not have a very latge impact on our regulations-

a:

COMKISSIONER AHEARNE:

9~sound~d

I

was just concerned.

This

as though even the exploration of the issue couldn•t

10· get funded 3.nywhere •.

The one agency that was willing to

1j fund i t and the guy· says that well, i t really isn't our area
12·: of interest but nobody else would pick i t up.
131'

!R~ ARSENAULT~

14 little more clearlT now.
1~avenue

of

supportin~

I understand your question a
I

think that if we could see an

research which would resolve some of

16 the.issues we would be happy to

suppo~t

it within the limits

17 that are available to us.
18·

I

do believe that the implications of this are so

19 far reaching and .so broad and so universally applicable that
20 it seems far more fitting
21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

22

MR. ARSENAULT:

~

This is what now?

This is the resolution of some of

the questions that· are involved in the recalculation of the

24 Hiroshima and Nagasaki doses.
25-

The implications are so broad in their application
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1 that we consider it far more fitting that one of the
2 agencies i~ing the basic res~arch'in this area does support
3 it.

Now, I would not reject a proposal that the NRC ---

4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:-

~only

guess my concern would

I

be that I would hope the work gets done and doesn't get

5, put aside because- every agency feels that i t is so board_

T that: it clearly is not their responsibility to do· it.
MR~

ARSENAULT~

Well~

I am not aware there is any

9 d'anger. of that at this point •.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Let's see.

Does what you

11' are saying. now jibe: wj_:th what you were saying: earli.er?

Now

12 you: seem to. be sa.yin.g- that this may have a pretty major
133 e-ff:ect on air the concl.usions.

MR. ARSEN'AULT::

The breadth of its effect shoul.d

15- not be confused with its ma:gni tude.
16

(Laughter.)
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

HR. ARSENAULT:

Come again?

Well, •hen I say it has far

1a reaching implications I think

i~

has implications for

20 policies for the use of radiation in various agencies.
2~

has a potential

imp~ct

22 not regulated by- NRC..
23

It

on the dose calculation
in many areas
..
It is that sense of breadth is what I

meant.

24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

What led you to recommend

2~different

numbecs for the various regulatory limits?

That
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t is what I am asking.

2-

Does it have that potential?

HR. ARSENAULT: .Yes.

I have made the point that

3 the best staff estimate now of the impact that i t migh:t have
4 on heal. th· risks: associated with radiation exposure are
5 within the factor· of two or three~

Given the uncertainties·

6 associated. with the dose· effect relationships right nov I do
..
7 not. regard~ thos.e 3,s. large· factors-.
We certainly· woul.d
8'. reflect them in our regulation· •.

r

want to· point out before leaving that point that

10.· the current regulatory standards· are based on what we regard
· 11' as a conserv.ative. rel.iance on.· the: no-threshold linear dose
tZ relationship .. If one accepts the l.ightl.y linear quadratic.

13' dose effect rel:ationsnip· that is implied by the data,. there
14 i~ a conservatism buil.t in.

The risk estimates now are

15' based not only: on Japanese data, so that one must be gua:rded·
16 in assessing the. fmpact the-y should have.
17 estimates are for a factor of two to three.

So the best staff
I should

18 perhaps say the maximum.
19

20

COMMISSIONER
o~

GILINSKY~.

in this area at all?

21

MR. ARSENAULT:.

Do we have any work going

Is anybody looking at it in NRC?
Well, again, in the sense of the

22 Hiroshima and Nagasaki data,. no..

Everyone in the NRC is

23 looking at i t right now but we are not funding any work

M which is
25

ai~ed

at resolving the issues raised.

COl'fMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Is anybody doing any work
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1 in house other than reading these articles?
'

2

\

MR. ARSENAULT: .Other than reading the results of

3 the research that is going on, I

would say no.

4;

What about that Chicago

C.OMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5 meeting·.
6'.·

I~R.,.

ARSENAULT:,

T the Chicago mee.ting·.

a·

In fact,. we received. reports. from

We did not send a staff member, no.

Why don't we do

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
MR., A·RSENAULT.;.

something~

You. mean why are we not funding

10 research?
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:;

Or do some calculations on

12. our own.·
. 13;

)fR•. ARSENAULT:...

We are doing.· calculations.

We are

14: following. the. results of· the· research. in the scientific. work.
15. car.eful.ly •.
16

COMMISSrONER AHEARNE:

Of course, the basic·

1Tcalcu1ations aren't really things that we would be able to
18 do.

The

basi~

calculations are recalculation of the actual

19 doses in Nagasaki and Hiroshima.
20

Well~

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

he can look and see

21 whether he agrees with them or not.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

am a little disturbed we

23 didn't even go to that meeting.
24

MB.

ARSENAULT~

Well, it was a judgment call on a

25 last-minu~e basis and we assessed the risk.

We felt that we
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1 were adequately·rapresented by people whose judgment and
2 reporting capability we trusted.
3

MR. ALEXANDER:

Well, I think the scientific

4 commuil'i ty right now is trying to decide how. to approach this

& problem,

particularl~ through the NCRP.

6' d'ecisions. are made·~· I

Once those

am' sure we can be 1.ooking. for some

1' visits· for funding.~.

· CO.MISSIONER AHEARNE:
9,.

some· of this in our. comments to EPA?

10
1t

Should we reflect at 1.east

MR~ ARSENAULT~

Someone asked me that question

yesterdar and I puzzled over how· we might reflect our

12:' perception of· the current debate- in our· comments to EPA and

1S: concluded there. wasn:. •t anything useful we could say.

1'4·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well., I guess ai a mini~um

15> w.e might reach. a conclusion that here is a major issue that

16 seems to be· growing in this particular area.

Silence

17 indicates either we don't know of it or we. don•t believe
18 that EPA should do anything about it.

19.

We could. either Say we know of the issue and we

20 don•t see it being: able to be resolved in the hear future so
~. EPA

should go ahead, or we could say we know of the issue

2~and

we don•t think i t is going to be able to be resolved in

~.

the near future but we think EPA ought to at least hold

24 until a further· assessment is done.
25

MR. ARSENAULT,

Yes.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

We could do one of those

Z which would be a more positive position on our part as to.
3 what

EPA ought to do with respect to this.

4

M~ •. ABSENAUL~~

I think a statement tha.t we

5 believe that we should continue to make efforts to take

s:· account
T gQi'ng. on

of the·. best available information while the· wor.k is·

to

.

...

'

resolve. some of these issues would be possible

8: a-nd. possibly useful •.

9:

10
1t·

12
13~

COMMISSIONE~ AHEARNE~

hol~

·· Do you think EPA ought to

until that is resolved?
.·KR.;

ARSENAULT~:;

No.,.. I: do not.

CO-lfMISSIONER AHEARNE;:

I. would guess we ought to

say/ that if.· that is where. the consensus is· •.
MR~

ARSENAULT;;

lfy understanding, of' their views

15 perhaps prevented mec from focusing on the· utility of that
16 · observa.tion.

We can include that.

I: believe that brings me to the end of the

18 prepared presentation.
19

CHAIRMAN

20

COMMISSIONER

HENDRIE~

Other questions?

AHEARNE~

I would like to I guess

21 before getting. to the minority views at least understand.
22: As I read your ch3.rt and read the minority views, at least
23 one of them, the minority believed that there should be a
24-notification system set up for high dose workers when a risk
25 reaches some preset level.

I gather the staff majority does
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1 not agree with that.

Could you explain what would be wrong

2 with that?
3

MR •. ARSENAULT:

Yes.

Perhaps I should briefly

4 summarize the. m·inority views and' the staff•s reaction- to i t •.
5

In the minority view No. 1, as i t is referred to

6· here,. whicn· is that of D·r •. Alexand.er, and he can address i t
7 at greater length, there are two points.
8-

· Th.e first is that the· lower of either the· current

9 or new derived limits be applied and we have already
10 addressed that in relation to the· EPA standard.
11"

Th.e second is that rather. than having a. lifetime

12':

dose 1.i.mit that some pre-estabJ.:ished risk be used as a ·point

13'

a:t which th:e worker would be- informed.
-,

14.

The current work on the revision to 10

C.F.R~

20

15 includes- 'lfithin i t consideration of. the mechanisms for
16 informin.g workers on a: more routine basis as to the levels
17 of exposure and of

keepi~g

workers informed concerning the

18 impl.ica tions of tha-t exposure.
19

The identification of some specific level of

20 exposure is likely to imply that that level has some
21

property about i t that other levels do not have and of

22 course this would not be true.

--

23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But that is true of every

24 level.
25

MR. ARSENAULT:-

Exactly.
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1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Somewhere you have got to

2 set requirements and points at which you become concerned.
3 Y~u know, there is a certain arbitrariness about them, but
~

you know i t is just like day and

5 ~hen·

night~

It is hard to tell

day goes into night but there· is a difference between

5;, noon and mid.night•·

T

MB· •. -ARSENAULT:

a;

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That is true.
This is pretty

read~ly

9· apparent.
MR~

ARSENAULT:

That is true.

The

alternativ~r

n: however,. that we have offered. tha.t we are considering is· not
12' to use that arqumen.t to not notify- at any level. but rather
13' using- that argument to. indicate that he should be notified
14 at every
1&~general

level~

The question of a routine notification and

worker· education program is the alternative to

16•notifying ---,
17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is the concern here,

1athat the worker wil.1 be unnecessarily upset or what?
19

MR. ARSENAULT&

Well, there is the question of

W whether some specific level should be identified for worker
21 notification.
22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Would you see some effect

23 on his job as a- result of him crossing a point which is, you
24 know, whil.e it is not a regulatory limit would nevertheless

25 be some sort of a threshold?
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t

·MR~

ARSENAULT:

Some of the staff have raised as

2.one of the points to be considered the impact on the
3:

emp1oyer • s practices of establishing this notification

4· level,. that it might affect practices in a way that is not

5; consistent· with its intention and might regard it as some
6:

non.-off ici:tl li~it a~d,. try to avoid reaching levels at w.hich

1· the:· level:. were notified.,
COMMISSIONE~GILINSKY;

MR •. ARSENAULT:.

That isn't so bad, is

it~·

Well,· i t depends a little bi.t on·

10. the means· that the· employer uses for not reaching that level •.
\

· COMMISSIONER' GILINSKY ;,
12:

. CHAIRMAN· HENDRIE:

What are you saying?

If you fire a. guy who is five

.13~ percent below th-e level,. w;hy that niay not be to the worker.

'

14'- force a· sa t i sf act ory wa,Y: o.f. observing· the 1.imit.
15:

COJUHSSIONER: GILINSKY:

16~

MR.

ARSENAULT~

17 he might arrive at it.

Is that. what you mean?

That is one of the possible ways
He might apply some· techniques for

1a using· more people for particular activities to limit
19 exposure..

He. may accept this notification limit as an

2U unofficial limitation on exposure.

As such it would replace

21 the· au.thoritative limits on exposure.

22
~'which

Nov,. that has a number of implications, one of
Chairman Hendrie mentioned.

24. might. apply these techniques.
25 has been

r~ised.

It is not a

The other is the way.he

It is only an element that
compell~ng

~rgument.
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1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is the opposite side

2 of this discussion?
3

MR. ARSENAULT:

4.

COMMISSIONER

5

MR. ARSENAULT:.

s·

The argument in favor?

GILINSKY~

Yes.

I would suggest that Dr .. Alexander

might want: to offer that him·self., if we could ask him· to

7 comment ..
~R~ ALEXANDER~

8

~minority befbre so I

WeI1, I have never be~n a staff

don't know exactly how to handle this

10 except just to relate to. you. what my thinking is.

L think th.e issue· that we are dealing with is

11

12: vhe·ther or not the government should be concerned about a
1~ smal1:~roup·

14

of high dose workers that are in a higher risk

category than. other radiation workers.

We don't know

15 exactly how many there are but i t is almost certainly less
16. than a thousand and may be as few

3.S

only four or five

17 hundred workers who get five· rems per year every year or
18 more.

So that out of maybe a

~ill.ion

and a half

20 radiation workers how concerned should we be about this
21 small. group?

22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Let me ask you, would you

23 expect. those to be concentrated in one or another industry,.
24 or would they be spread around?
25

MR. ALEXANDER:

No.

They are concentrated
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1 primari1y in the nuclear power industry and in the medical
2 industry.
3

(Laughter.)

4

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

5.

(Laughter.)

6'

MR •. ALEXANDER: ·That was· a· Freudian slip, I am·

That is about

right~

T a.fraid •.

a·

c:r.·auqhter. ).

9·

If we don•t need to be concerned about so few

10 workers then the problem goes away of whether the government
11 should do _anything about it. or not and I believe that pretty
12 much represents tha staff majority opinion.
13:

Th·a. EPA feels that something;. shoul.d be done about

14, them and I agree with the EPA.

The onl.y thing is I don't

15 agree· that a·. career l.ifetime limit is the proper way to. go
16 because of potential career interference by the government
11·and I believe
18

thee~

are other ways to go about it.

If I might use an ana1ogy.

If a worker who had

19 been receiving. five rems per year for ten years decided to
20 leave the nuclear industry and become a test pilot, I
~

believe we· wou1d all agree that the government

shoul~

22 interfere with him in choosing that new career.
~·that

not

I believe

the same thing applies if he wants to continue after

24 getting any dose levels, such as a hundred rem, if he wants
25 to continue beinq a power worker, the Federal Government
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1' shouldn • t tell him that he can no longer: do that.
2

•

But

Id~

believ~

that we

ou~ht

to do something.

3 What I think we- should do is simply make sure that these
~workers

understand that th~y are in a higher risk cateqorr.

5: That brings. up the idea of the risk notification system so

6 tha,t. when a worker arrives at a leve.l of risk comparable
7 w·ith other safer industries that he. be notified that he·

s:· a:ccording to the best scientific estimates that have been
~

devloped, that he has arrived at that point and now is the

1a time for him·to· make an informed decision as to whether or
11•; not he wants to continue in radiation wor:k.
12'.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE i·

Let me ask just a couple of.

13; other questions •.
1-lith respect to No. 9 ~ you. have on the chart that

14;

1Syou sent up that the· majority· agrees with ICRP 26 which
1a sounds like on your chart a very explicit set of

limits~

I

17 thought from reading 81-232 that this majority opinion on

18 the
19

No~

9-was a general description.

MR. ARSENAULT:

So which was correct?

I am not sure that I understood

20 the question.
21

COKMISSIONER AHEARNE:

If I turn in here to your

22 answer, the letter that you are proposing to send in
23 recommendation
24

No~

9. it says that you would like to revise,

the existing recommendation and you have some language

25 revising it.

It essentially says that the licensee can
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1 exceed the RPGs·for cause and the agency can establish on a
2· generic basis the reasons. for doing that.
3.

On the chart you have sent up it says the ICRP

4 recommendation is the one that you endorse and the ICRP

5 recommendation is that you can exceed the RPG to twice the
5: annuaI limi.t

pe~

,.
T lif et.ime.

a>

event at five times this limit in a

Those. just don •·t seem to be· the same •.
:·.

',

M.R. SHLOMO:

Y-ou are basically correct..

9· a:- discre·pancy in the. Commission paper.

10: of specific limit.

There is

There is no mention

Inc the staff discussion in. the

t1' prepa.ra·tion of. the' Commi·ssion. paper we agreed that the

12; l:imi.ts. as rep,:resented. ICRP 26 or exceeding RPG wo.uld be the.
13 appropriate one.,,
1~it

Therefore,, maybe not entirely correctly,

appeared on thi~ majority staff position~
COlfMISSIONER AHEARNE::

Doe·s that mean that you

t6 would propose to revise the response. to EPA or does it mean

17 that you would propose that. if EPA accepted your prop6sal
woul~

1& that the way that we

implement it would be to ---

19

MB~

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21' I

SHLOMO;

The second.

All

right~

I guess

would agree with that as beirrg a better approach, but I

22 just wanted to make sure I

23

I see.

understood.

You also sar in your chart that we, as far as No.

24 2 on ALARA, we would accept ICRP 26.
25 the concept of optimization.

Now, ICRP 26 includes

That is what you would want
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1 EPA to include in their proposed rule or in their rule; is
2 that correct?
3

MR. ARSENAULT:

The difference is EPA optimizes on

4 the collective dose and we are not sure that that specific
5 parameter should be the, one that optimizes over.
6-

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I didn't recall EPA

7 introducin~ the optimization concept.
8

KB~

9 optimization.

ARSENAULT:

Well, they didn't refer to

They simply say that ALARA should be applied

10 to- reduce the collective dose to levels as low as reasonable.
11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:-

12.

MR._ ARSENAULT:

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARN&:

1~

Right.

That is a specific parameter.
I
I thought optimization

brought the cost aspect in much more strongly.

Is that

15 incorrect?
16

MR.-

ARSENAULT~

17 way you read it.

I suppose it is a matter of the

It is the words "as low as reasonably

18 achievable" that brings the cost im.pact to bear.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So when you say that you

20 would endorse the ICRP approach you would like to remove the
~

collective aspect?

I gather you are drawing a distinction

22 between the EPA approach and the ICRP approach and I am
23 trying to

underst~nd

what that distiction is that you are

24 drawing.
25

MB. ARSENAULT:

I would like to find the exact
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t words.

If I can ask my associates to pitch in on any point

2 on which I

go awry •

.3

(Laughter.)

4,:.

I. think the distinction is· that in arriving at an

5-optimizatiori o~e looks at a larger number of factors relate~
6'~ to·: the dose. reduction as opposed to. the cost of achieving
i

T that reduction than·. merely collective dose which is a

8 specific parameter in the EPA standard.

To us that is· a

9" p.referable way of expressing what our. goals are.
to

~R.

ALEXANDER:,

I' worked with the EPA people in.

11· developing this- guidance- for a

12.: years and

r

think

r

period on the o·rder of. six

,

un.der:stand wha.t they are after with

13" respect to. the ALAR A c·oncept •.

They want the ALAR A concept,

14. tha occupational· A.LARA concept to be implemented. by al.l the
15 regulatory agencies.

ta

The exact way or manner of

implementation is to be left up entirely to these regulatory

17 agencies.

18

If· our agency chooses to adopt the ICRP concept of

19 optimization, wa are, perfectly free to do so.

But if we

20 choose to do i t in some other manner, we are perfectly
21 to $10 so.
22

f~ee

So is OSHA and DOE and all the others.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I know what the

23 .. r . ecommendation says, but that is not what the chart says.
24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

We have got a hand over here.

25 Let's see what the comment is.
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1

MR. BAKER:

2 staff.

I am Bob Baker from the regulatory

As I understand.it, and I am not an economist, but I

3 have been working with some of the interhational groups on
4 some of thesa concepts.
First, let's

5

go

back to justification.

&: Justification is a net benefit.that can be shown from an

T operati6n~

In other word5, one looks at the costs~ the

-~ benefiti ~nd ihere· should be a net benefit.

That is

9' justification. ,_·
10-

The optimization, as I understand it, is simply

11' the differential of the> cost/benefit equation..

In. other

12'

words, one> can· take this- differential and look: at

13'·

al.ternatives.,

-.

t·ou. have condition "A"" a·nd· condition "B'' •.

14 You:· now look at what 3:re the costs from moving from "An· to
15; "B:"· and the benefits to be derived, including the changes 1n

1& the population collective dose, if you will.
17'

The point. is you have certain costs associated

1a with operations, certain benefits with operations, certain
19· detriments such as collective doses. which may be expressed
~

in terms of an economic. unit or monetary unit and there is

21·

for optimization

:t

very, I would use the word

2Z "mathematically precise condition."
2a·
~·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I understand that.

The

only issue I was trying to get at is the letter that we were

25 prop6sing to send to EPA said we agree with their approach.
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1

It is an agreement with the ICRP recommendations.

Z that was sent up indicates at least somewhere in

The chart
th~

staff

3 there is a belief that there is a difference between the
4 two~

It wasn•t clear to me if (a) there was a difference,

5 and if there wa~, whic~ side we came jown on, and we ought
t~:EPA

& to at least when wa go

say if there is a difference

T an~ which side to come dbwn on.
MR.

I

BAKER~

thin~

generally speaking wa are in

9 full.. agreement with them but. we also recognize that the·
10 actua1 implementation of a math€matically definitive
1t

cos.t/benefi..t analysis is·, very difficult •.

12

COMMISSIONER

13'

MR. BAKER:

AHEARNE~

Of course.

So we would use the el:ements· in making

14-· som.e judgments.
15

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Let me just ask a couple of

16 other minor questions.
17

Who regulates dental technicians?

18

MR~

ALEXANDER:

That is primarily done by the

19 states •.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The states would regulate

21 dental technicians.
22

How about X-ray· technicians.

23

MR. ALEXANDER:

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

25

How about uranium miners?

The same.
The same thing.
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1

KR~

ALEXANDER:

Miners, if you exclude the mills,

2 the minors are regulated by MSHA of the Department of Labor.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Do they regulate on

4 radiation exposure?
5

MR. ALEXANDER:.

6'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Yes.
And Energy Department

· 7 workers?

a.

KR~ ALEXANDER~

Well, Energy Department workers

W and their contractors, the radiation exposures are
1~ controlle~

by the Department of Energy itself.

r: was just trying to make

COMMISSIONER AHEARNK::

1Z the point that there is ~ larga bulk of high exposure p€ople
13 that w&
1~

don~t

Th€ last question.

15 recent PN .,
16,

reach.
an~

this I notice has driven a

Would. you allow· someone who wanted to get a job

who was 16 or 17, after you have explained the hazards,. to

17 waive the ::>ne/tenth requirement?
18

KR. ARSENAULT:

19 anticipated..

I

think that is

don~t

I would ask if anyone knows of any suggestion

20 that such a provision be included?
21

MR. ALEXANDER:

There is a law against that.

That

22 would not be a final decision for the NRC to make.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

MR- ALEXANDER:

There is a law against what?

Against allowing a person under 18

25 years of age to receive more than one/tenth of the
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permissible 1imits.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
MR. ALEXANDERi

4- for many years.,

There is a federal law?

Yes.

That has been on the books

T.hat was· the original basis of th.e AEC • s

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So. the one-tenth tracks·

s;. back. to federal". Ia-w.?
1'

MR..· ALEXANDER:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE :9\

MR.

KREGER~

Bill •.

I.would just like to say that I think

1a the same thing applies to going one year below 19 that

tr· applies to going. one year over

~O

if you are already at a· .

I don't think any of us think of those as

12'

hundred rem..

1$.

thresholds •.- There- is no, real. diff ere nee between the r.isk of

14:. f i.ve rim to an 18-yea:r:-old and the risk of five rem to a

15. 19-year-old··.
16

So, you know, if you applied logic you wouldn't

1T set a threshold at the upper end and you wouldn't
18 necessarily apply a threshold at the lower end.
19.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

21

COMMISSIONER

22

23·

AHEARNE~

Those are all my questions.
I don't follow that logic.
The barrier that I

just ran

into is that there is a law.
COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

Lawyers don't seem to know

24 about this law.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Which law is it?
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1

MR. A:r,EXANDER:

I t was originally in the Child

2 Labor Act when it was enacted.

It has been changed now to

3 another law and I can't remember which one it is.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I guess·! would ask OGC to

5 do- a little bit of l_egaL research to track that down •
. COMlfISSTON.ER GILINSKY :..
T about notification..._
.

.

r

I

want, to. ask something

wonder. if· i t woul.dn·•t make more sense

~t~ havatha.notificatioa apply when someone receives more
-~than two~ three or f~ur or however.many rems in a particular

10:· year",, for him to. be awa-:c:e that. he is increasing his
11'
.

.

a.c.c:umulated dose a,t a . ra'.te which if continued: would. get him.
..

'

12:~ '11p:

to

pr~tty

high levels..

If you set i. t a.t some

131 accumulative va·lue. then,, as· men.tioned earl.ier, i t comes· at a

1·4; rather late point..
15~

It is not cl.ear that. i t makes a lot of'

difference• •..
COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

The choice a person may at

1Tthat stage have, you are being told now if you stay in this
1a job which you have

bee~

in for 20 years i t is really going

19·to be·hazardous.

20
~is

22.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
coming after yqu.pretty
MR. ARSENAULT:

Yes, and the grim reaper

fast~

If that comment was addressed to

23 me, i t is ill' fact the position I hold •.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

25 to Bob Alexander 1ctually..

Well, I was addressing i t

I wonder if you have any
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1 thoughts. on that?
2.

KR. ALEXANDER:

I think that would be acceptable.

3 The al.ternative I suggestad is nothi~g more than an
4 al.ternative.

I"t is just based on the feeling that I bel.ieve

~that these· workers, and I

particularly believe it after

6: traveling· around. the country' and talking to people in the

7 course of· thes~ hearings, that these workers who are high
8'· dose. workers· are not being informed.

They are in a

9 different category than others who get low doses and I would
1U like t~ see our agency do something to turn that around.
H

Your idea is j·ust as· good as m.ine ..
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY. :..

You see,. in order for

13: someone, to reach the dose that you· are tal.k:ing about you
14 would have h·ad to. have gotten· five or four or at least three
15 rems per year for many, many years and. he would then have
16 been notified continually and also at an earlier point when

17"if he wants to he might want to ·become a test pilot or
1a· become an iron worker or something way up in the sky.
19

KR~

ARSENAULT~

I would point out, if I may, that

20 since this is a matter of procedure and administration of a
~

radiation pr6tection systemr that the staff fee~s that it

22 should be a matter for regulation rather than guidance.
23 need not be an EPA guidance.

We would prefer to see the

24 opportunity reflected in the regulation.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

How is that again?
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1

MR. ARSENAULT:

That the matter of notifying the

2 worker concerning his level of exposure, whether it is some
3 threshold or routinely is -~COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, if we accept it we

& would put into a regulation.
a. matter of procedure and
1'

admlnistra:tion.,

a;

guidance was· my point.

9·

1n

It was a matter for regulation rather than.

COMM-ISSIONER GILINSKY :··

Well, but on the basis of

their guidance we woul~ write a regulation if we agreed with

·tr it.

C.OMMISSIONER AHEARNE,.

Frank,, the point I would.

13: proba.bly d·~sag.ree with you on is· that there are a number of'

14 people tha.t. this. guidance. may s'peak to who may not feel as
1~you

do.

If we are· providing comments.I think i t might be

16 usefui for us· to provide the comments at least in such a
17 useful way as to make it clear that we think that is really
18 a good thing to have in the implementing regulations of
19 whatever agency it 1.s.
20

MR •. ARSENAULTi

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

24 indicate

25

t~

Accepted •.
Peter?
No.

I guess the Commission ought to

the staff the direction.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

This is a letter for you to
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1.

sign.

-2

CHAIRMAN

HENDRIE~

I must say my own inclination

3 is to go with the staff view.

The majority view, I think is

4· overal.1 a more· rationall.y based system to try to sort out

a

the dose and exposure limits an~ thei~ concentrations and so

6 on..

Our best estimate of risk is. to have the, ALARA and

Tot~er.considerations i~ another ar~a where you can

8 distinguish· between· the· two.

a

I think there are a

considerable number of advantages to using the system which

ta i& being reasonably consistent.
11'.

John?

12:

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:.

13c'

COMM.ISSI ONER AHEARNE::

14-

COMMISSION.ER GILINSKY:

15 recommendations that

I

have one more question •.

You ha.ve another question?·
Y.es •.

One of the

r think Bob· Alexander made was that in

16 applying the system we now increas~ approved air
17 concentrations whare there would otherwise be increased by
1&

the ICRP guidance.

What sort of problems would that pose i f

1~

we had a, so to speak, slightly mixed system?

In other

20 words, if we kept the concentrations. at present levels where
21 they would otherwise be increased and otherwise accept the

22 ICRP levels.
23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Then you have done this mixing

24 of standards based on a equivalent risk level for various
25 isotopes and methods and types of exposure with other
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1 considerations ~nd you no longer have a system in which you

Z can neatly separate the equal ris~ elements in the places

a you are hold them down just because it is reasonable and
4,

practical. to hold them down beyond the level with the·

5. equivalent risk. you suggest..

That is. why the majority view,

6' as: I understand: it,, is not to· do tha.t but rather to separate·.
\

T those two· sorts of reg.ulatory controls.

COHKISSIONER GILIN~KY:

·Well, I understand that~

9 T am. trying· to get a feeling for just how bad that sort of

10' an approach would be.

r

mean, how. much would i t mess up: the

. 1t neatness. of. just goin·g:. wi:th; the ICRP?'.
. ~'

:· .

,

12

,

,

CHA'IRMAtl' HENDRIE:.

My impression is considerably •.

13i: I't is going to Iead to: the. kind of thing· that Kreger was·

r4·,. talking about about a. need to ask licensees for an
15; assortment of addi ti:onal exposure condition data. so you can
16' back calculate and come around to the risk equivalent
17 analysis.,
18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.

19'think you are going

t~

The other side of it is I

be upsetting a lot of people who are

W now subject. to levels which would be increased.
~

do~·t

22 fact
23
24voul~

25

I guess I

know just how extensive this problem is or how many in
woul~

be subject to higher levels.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE"

It is not clear that the levels

be increased.

COMMISSIONER GIIINSKY:

I thought some of them
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1 would be.
2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

What would be increased would

3 be limiting values in a NRC table.

When you get into a.

4 particular plant and they say now what is going to work
5 here, why the~ the ALARA side at least in principle could
&very well hold yo~ down where you were below.
T

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Wellr you are saying the

a, doses may not increase.
9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

10

COMMISSIONER

Yes.

GILINSKY~

There is a letter in one

11' of the atta·chments: that w.e- have· been. seeing. that expresses

12 some· conc~rn: about this.

Anyway,, how big a problem is it?

13.

I do want to emphasize that the

M-R •. ARSENAULT:

14 staff's position does not imply that it is in favor of
1S

increasing either limits or exposure.

16

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

17 increasing
18

Well, you would be

limits~

MR.- ARSENAULT:

Yes, you would be increasing the.

19 limits- that are applied by the radiation protection guides.
20 There are additional limitations that arise out of the
21 application of ALARA •.

I think, as Chairman Hendrie l}.as

22 pointed out, both are applied and the application of a
23 system that results in increased radiation protection guides
24-limits on occupational exposure doesn't necessarily mean
25 that the

experienc~

in the work place would change. So that
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1 is important •.

·.

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3

MB. ARSENAULT:

~

Now to address more exp1icit1y the question you

5 asked.

Right, but it might.

But i t might.

Introducing l.imitations that are not based on risk

& equivalents

would~ and-r mar ask for more detailed technical

7' assistance on this· one as well,

but 'it would result in a.
r·

a

change in the· significance of the exposure as recorded for a

9: particular worker •..

This arises out of the ' way in which the

10· doses' are calculated: from the exposure of the worker to the
11 concentrations of the radionuclide in the air.

It

is a

12·: matter of the .· wa.y in which these·
13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well~ I

realize there wili

14 be some· change, but· given the. isotopes that are involved· in
15·what you know of the v~rious industries do you have any
16:sense of how.big an impact they would be and how much i t
17 would upset the neatness of our scheme because, on the one
i8:hand, you know, there is something to be said for having
19 sort of a neat. match with the rest of the world and, on the
20 other hand, we

ar~

trying to protect workers in this country

21 and i t is not small thing to relax the standards to
22 subjectives.
23

MR. ARSENAULT:

24 the system.

Well, i t impacts the coherence of

Maybe saying that it destroys the coherence of

25 the system might carry too big an impact.

It does
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1 significant1y impact the coherence of the system.

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

You don't like the idea

r

3 gather.
(Laughter.)
5

MR.

ARSENAULT~

I

don't.

We went into this at

& some length when ve

di~cussed exactly the same problem in

1 connection with the

EPA limitation.

Having established a

8 coherent system for. calculating 1imits they then imposed a
9/

totally arbitrary s.ystem on. top of that which says the lower

10 of· two values will. ·be chosen.

This impacts your ability to

tt use·. that system. in tha. way it was designed to be applied.
12.'

_COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.
.

13·,

Alexander on that

14':

MR. ALEXANDER::.

15 i s I

Could we· hear from Mr•"

.
point~-

The onlr think I could like to say

think I have been. influenced quite a lot by the labor

16 union people that I

have talked to.

As a health physicist

17 the ICRP system based on a summation of risks is very
18

appealing ani

19 and I
20

r would like very much to see it established

wish we had had it all of-these years.
On the· other hand, a fellow who is going to be

21" asked to breathe more. radioactivity uses terms like
22 ridiculous in connection with our desires.

So I am afraid I

23 lean toward the fallow that has to breathe the
24 radioactivity.

I have breathed quite a bit of it myself.

25 think that the price that we have to pay to adopt the ICRP
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1 system in total· is too great.
2

MR. ARSENAULT:

I

can only add to that that if we

3 believe the level of radioactivity being breathed by the

4 worker is unjustified, then it is up to us to achieve a
5 lower levei based on the appl±cation of the principles

s: embedded, in: our current regulations..
7·

If those level·s are

too. high then the condition at that particular licensee is·

8· not ALABA' •.

9·

. COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

10.:

1t

MR •. ALEXANDER:.
mak~

one-more point-

Everything is fo~ the bestr

Commissioner Gilinsky , .. if I might

I .believe if the Cbmmission.had a

goo~

12 tight way o·f 11taking the· ALARA concept inspectable and
13 enforceable: that. I .wouldn't ha:.ve this concern.
COKifISS'IONER GILINSKY:.

W·hat you are saying is if'

15. in practice one could keep the dose.s down even though some

16 of the limits were relaxed it would be an acceptable scheme?
17

MB~

ALEXANDER~

Yes, because if these plants are

18 operating at the levels they are right now and have been in
19 an economically acceptable manner for many years then they
20 have proven by experience that is ALARA to do so.
21

~o

if we had an inspectable and enforceable ALARA

22 program then they woul.dn't be allowed to increase.

With

23.. v.hat we have right now I don't think we can do that.

I

24don't think we can count on what we are doing about
25 occupational ALARA to keep these concentrations down.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

We had a proposed rule that

2 vas being worked over the last six months or so.
3 the status of that?
4: program, an

5

That would be to put in place an ALARA
ALARA

inspect~ble

MR~

What is

ALEXANDER:

program~

Well, we have run onto some

~difficuity wit~ respect to staff resources in implementing
/

7 what·

ve

I

had ori.ginally proposed and we are meeting with !NSS

~personnel right to trr to develop a slightly alternative

9 regulation than we. one we. had proposed. in SECY 81-86.
1Q

It

should be ready within a fe~ weeks~
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

If that were to be put in

12: place wouli- that be the. kind of a program· that you were
13

talking aboutr

14

MR'. ALEXANDER::

15,

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

MR. KREGER: · Could I have a rebuttal for a

· 18

minute.

No.
That is not right enough •.

Go ahead, Bill.

I think the implication that Bob made that we don't

19 have an inspectable ·and enforceable ALARA program is a false

20 implication.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

It wasn't an implication.

22 It was a statement.
23
24-

KR. KREGER:

Is a false statment.

great strides in the last five years.

We have made

We issued recently

25 HUREG 0761 which proposes the radiation protection plan that
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1 will be implemented for reactor licensees by insertion into
2 the technical specification.
3 forth.

That plan will be going

The comment period ends on the 30th of June.

We

4 ~xpect to issue that plan a& a final statement this summer
5, with letters. to al.l licensees in accordance with the

a:

Commission• s indica.tion . that they felt that was an

Tappropriate way to go for reactors~

r

8"

do believe that. with that in place and with the

Q things that have been imposed because of the health physics

1a appraisal program at all operating reactors that there .will
I
l1: be: a. great deal. o.f improvement in the.' ALARA implememtation
12:' at operating reactors •..

r.

13~

1~ ~~

is

goin~

don't believe that any worker.has to fear that
to ba exposed because of one raise or several

15: ra-ises:. in a particular: ELI or· whatever that. he will be
1a forced, as Bob implied, to breathe more radiation.
17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I&E rises in defense of the

18 inspection program.
19

MR. THORNBURG:

20 with Bill.
~-in

I think I would intend to agree

ALARA at this point is not the easiest concept

the world to enforce because the limits aren't rigid •.

22 think that we have made a lot of strides in our health
23 physics appraisal program and generally in the rest of our
2~inspection

program.

We have been inspecting the standard

25 for the last several years •.
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1

haven't had major conflicts with everyone we

~e

2: have dealt with.

We have.had some problems.

3 wouldn•t say that it is a toothless thing.

Generally I
I think that

4 there has been some positive impact.

5

MR.

ARSENAULT~.

I just wanted to point out in

6' connection with this issue that in. the ICRP 26 and the EPA

Tproposed gui4ance ALARA is treated in the sense of i t
B'becomin~

a requirement and that is likely to lead to a

9 somewhat more rigorous approach to the issue as well •.

r

10

don't want to suggest that all. of the problems

1t that we have· been discussin·g W·ill. be resolved by that, but
0

12. it. will:. be a mandatory requirement at that. point.
CHAIRMAN

HENDRIE~

For an ALARA

program~

14

K.R.,

15

We do have also a second minority viewpoint

16

CHAIRMAN

17

MR •. ARSENAULT:

18 than this one..
19·Wil1is is with

ARSENAULT:.~

For an ALARA program •.

HENDRIE~

We had better hear that.

--- which is perhaps less complex

If I migh.t summarize it, I
U$

and could address it in

think Charlie
detail~

if you

20 wish.
21

His point is that the change to any new system at

22 this point involves significant costs for the licensee and
23 that there is no justification and benefits to be derived
~-for

25·

tha workers in this change •.
In view of the fact that the new limitations are
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1 likely to impact only a· few workers, and most now are
/

2 covered by ALARA programs.are receiving exposures well below

3 either the new or the old limits, his argument at least
4 represents a valid point of vie~, that the benefits overall
5· don't necessarily jtrstify the costs involved.
6 succinct. as.
7

a:

r

That is as

can summarize his position •.

Tlie~majorit~

staff position has been made clear in

the discussion so far.

As i t plays up against this

9 viewpoint I wouli, add: one more· observation, and tha.t is that
10. the evolution of the· regulatory process appears to be in the
.1 l direction. of: using: risk as a. more explicit basis for its
12 decisiorr,making, and that a system which allows for·
13' comparative: assessments of rislc is: going to be one that
1~

serves

th~

purposes of that

syste~

better than the one that

15- ·now- .exists •.
On the basis of that viewpoint, i t seems to be
17 that the adoption of a system with characteristics like
18 either the EPA or- the ICRP system is inevitable and i t is
19 bound to be cheaper to adopt it earlier.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Does Mr. Willis agree with

21 your summary description?

22

MR •. ARSENAULT:

23- since last I
~-

25

Well, unless I have garbled i t

talked to him, I think he believes it is a fair

but succinct statement.
COMMISSIONER

BRADFORD~

His hand

i~

up.
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1

MR. WILLIS:

I am Charlie Willis, NRR.

What Frank

2 as said is pretty well a restatement of my position.

There

3.are a couple of amplifications I would. like to make.
One that goes kind of counter to several of the
Sasides that we have ~eard today is the idea that if one
6i wanted to transfer fro.m radiation .work to a more hazardous··

Tprofession he might become a test pilot or a farm machinery

a

I

operator or something that is really dangerous.·

I

think

9· that is counter to all the data: that we ha.ve.
10

As far as we· know if a man transferred from

n· rad.'iation work to the average job. in the United States his
12exposure to· carc~nogens would increase.

In other wordsr we·

13' have controlled radiation better than we. have the average
1~carcinogen rate~

The exp6sure of a politician to a

15·· smoke-filled room,. if you will, could be more dangerous than
16 the radiation~

Sb ram starting from a po~ition that if i t

17 ain't broke don't fix it.
18

The other corollary here is.that the ICRP 26

19 position is not quita as solid in my view as it has been

W

presented~

21

l~p

Most countries of the world can pay and do pay

service to this without actually icing it.

22

ie heard from our British friends a comment

23 yesterday that I thought I was instructive talking about the
24'requirement for measuring very low systemic burdens of
25 actinides.

Yes, we know it probably can't be done, but that
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1 is no reason for not re~uiring it.

Well, I think that would

2 be a reason for not requiring it in this country.
3

The fundamental approach of basing your limits on

4- risk is a difficult one, not because the ICRP hasn't spelled
5 out their risk estimates, but because risk estimates change

& with

e~ery ne~ measurement~

We certainly don't change the

T speed limits every time we get' another measurement of the

a

~oefficient of friction of rubber on concrete and this is

~what

10

we are doing •.
You. are talking about the question about the doses

11 at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

That is jQst one indication of

12·_ the kind of problem we ha.ve with changing risk estimates.,

13· Thay will change every few years.
1~

We had a running risk estimate that we used

15: finally- and the Beir Committee in· •71· or something came out
16- with a refined set of risk estimates.

Very shortly

17 thereafter the NRC staff came out with the

GESMO~

We felt

18' that we had to develop new risk estimates because things had
1~

been learned and now we have come out with Beir Three.

They

20 have a new set of risk estimates whlch don't agree with the
~

ICRP.

We now have the flap about the doses that the risk

22 estimates were based on.
23

So if we do this, if we base our regulations on

24 risk, we are going to have a

highl~

unstable industry and

25 that does not seem like good business to me.
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1

Finally, if you report things in terms of risk

2 rather than doses to specific organs, you lose a great deal
3 of information.

It makes a tremendous difference from a

4 epidemeological standpoint whether a person received "X" rem
5 to th& bone or whether he received "Y" rem to the whole body
~even though they turn out to give you the same total risk.

T Sa basing regulation on risk is not an unquestionable
8; virture.
Finally, my concern is, and really the concern of

9'

10 the

~hole thing and why

I am embarrassing myself is that I

11- feel that the Commissioners are being placed in a position
1~ of being· asked to sign a lett~r that says we buy ICRP 26
13~

without getting a full eva1uation of ICRP 26 •.
If this happens and we the staff start working on_

1¢

15

this probleL next week,. then the acceptance of ICRP 26 is a

1a given •.

That is no longer debatable.

The Commissioners have·

17 approved and this does not seem like the wisest way to do
18·

business in my opinion.

19:

Thank you.

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

2t ask you a question.

Before you leave let me

In saying that you don't want to tie

22 the regulatory requirements to risk, you seemed to be
23 concerned about varying requirements.

Now, clearly there is

24 something to be said for keeping them stable and not
25 changing them every year.

But at the time you do fix
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1 them --2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4 originally~
5

Or set them originally.
Right, or set them

r· would think you do want to relate them to

MRw

WILLIS~

risk~

The limits that we have now are in a

6 sense related.to risk, or at least related to the estimates
7 of risk:. that w·e had in~ '58..

But. the way we require things·

8 to be reported now in terms of body doses and external
~ doses~ et cetera,

is such that. we can revise the risk

10 estimate each time the basis for risk evaluations change.
11 If we sim~ly had one number there wouldn't be anything we
12 could do vith it..

As the risk: estimates change now the

13:. lim-its · do. not change ..
14

So far all of our risk estimate changes have been

15 in a fairly narrow range so that changing limits probably
16 isn't justified~ at least not on the basis of protecting the
17

worke~s

in my opinion anyway, and. I think that is consistent

18 with what the KCRP people tell me and so forth.
19

The NCRP, by the way, as you well know, is the

20 national organization whose job it is to clarify and endorse
21 the ICRP recommendations as they would like to see them
22. apply to this country.
~

The NCRP has not endorsed ICRP 26,

and in fact the NRCP is busy working up their own set of

24. risk estimates that will be different again.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Thank you very much.
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1

~R.

2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

WILLISi

Thank you.
I guess I will probably

3 want to at least think through a little of this for a day.
4 I will file a vote sheet with my comments~

I would hope

5 that if the Commission itself can't reach a decision on the

6.comments to

sen~

that EDO would send comments at least
..

7 because as

r _uhderstand it July 6th is the deadline..

I

8 think that since the NRC is such a major participant in this

9·we ought-ta get our comments, either hopefully the
10 Commission's comments but at least EDO's comments, sent.
11 .

CHAIRMAN

I certainly agree with

HENDRIE~

that~

12 If you. want to. hold off and give-· an. indication by notation,
13 why that.

is· f.ine with me.,

14

Vic?

15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:.

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

Any final comments?

18

(No response •. )

19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

20

(Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the meeting adjourned.)

I. want to think about it.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

21
22
23
24
25
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